The ultimate goal of stochastic modelling in shop scheduling is to select the sequence with the best statistical distribution and use it to book capacity and quote delivery dates. For tractability reasons, stochastic models usually employ the expected value of the makespan as the criterion (instead of really looking at the whole distribution). In practice, this criterion is much harder to satisfy than solving for the (already strongly NP-hard) deterministic makespan. Therefore, other criteria have been proposed, and it is important to ask which one is best for long-term expected bene®ts. This paper analyses and compares several existing criteria for that purpose. We also suggest adding a variance minimisation objective, so that the quoted lead time required to satisfy a given service level will be minimised.
Introduction
Sequencing and scheduling play a crucial role in manufacturing management. In the current competitive environments like lean production and agile manufacturing, effective scheduling has become a survival necessity. 1 Companies have to meet committed shipping dates and schedule the use of resources in the most ef®cient manner, and thus capacity management is now a major focus of competitive advantage. Therefore, the need for ef®cient scheduling procedures was never so strong. Nevertheless, after nearly four decades of development, scheduling theory still has little impact on practical scheduling. One of the major recognised reasons for this is the ubiquitous (failed) attempt to use deterministic scheduling in highly stochastic environments. 2 Sequencing and scheduling theory branched into deterministic and stochastic models at an early stage of its development. Since then the major research effort was dedicated to deterministic models. 1 Concentrating on deterministic models is theoretically justi®ed by the complexity of the stochastic problems, especially since deterministic problems are also very complex. At present, there is no doubt that real sequencing and scheduling practice is mainly deterministic: In terms of planning, it often utilises expected values as input into a deterministic solution model. In terms of results, it usually provides static sequences and deterministic completion time estimates. The latter are used to book capacity on key resources and to make delivery promises.
Meanwhile, planners are well aware that the basic quantitative property of all scheduling models, namely operational processing time, is random. Therefore, the actual realisation of a given solution is also random. At best, we can ®nd its statistical distribution, or a good approximation thereof. The ultimate goal of stochastic modelling, then, is to select the sequence with the best statistical distribution, and use it to book capacity and quote delivery dates in a manner that will maximise bene®ts in the long term. To make this statement meaningful, however, we must characterise the`best statistical distribution. ' Though it is dif®cult to characterise scheduling criteria, Pinedo 1 sorts them into three classes: due-date related,¯ow time related and speci®c. Due-date related criteria mostly appear in top-level scheduling problems, such as master production scheduling or aggregate planning. Due dates are typically used by aggregate planners to assign sets of jobs to planning periods, and they are no longer an issue for shop oor scheduling. Instead, the goal of shop¯oor scheduling is to utilise the capacity effectively (eg, without overtime). Thus, at the shop¯oor level, decision makers are mainly concerned with¯ow time criteria that measure the scheduling ef®ciency. The simplest effective¯ow time objective that can be applied to a set of jobs to be completed during a given planning period is the makespan. Henceforth, we concentrate on this objective, viewed as a stochastic variable.
Finding the distribution of the makespan is usually a very dif®cult task. Selecting the sequence whose makespan distribution is best is even more dif®cult. Therefore, stochastic models usually employ more modest criteria. A criterion that is often stated is to minimise the expected value of the makespan, yet even this is so dif®cult that at present we only have bounds for it. 3 But other criteria exist too, and it is important to ask which one is best. Indeed, this question had been raised recently by Dodin 4 , who suggested an intuitively appealing new criterion, and studied its performance by simulation. Usually one uses simulation to study issues that cannot be resolved theoretically, and in this case there are certainly questions that may require simulation. Nonetheless, in our opinion a lot can be done before simulating, and our objective is to ®ll this gap. We show that minimising the expected makespan is a more desirable criterion theoretically. Nonetheless, when we rank criteria according to the dif®culty of achieving them in practice, Dodin's new criterion is easier than minimising the expected makespan. Unfortunately, it is still very dif®cult to satisfy, and therefore Dodin recommends the use of the most common practical method: selecting the sequence that minimises the makespan when all activities are assumed to take their expected time deterministically. We refer to this solution as the pseudo-deterministic sequence, to underline the fact that the actual realisation is stochastic. We endorse the recommendation to use this sequence, and support it by several theoretical arguments. We prove that there is no generally applicable theoretical reason to prefer Dodin's new criterion over the pseudodeterministic one. That is, we prove that the pseudo-deterministic sequence is better than Dodin's at least for some instances. Furthermore, we argue that his criterion is likely to lead to increased variance. There are also examples where Dodin's criterion is better than the pseudo-deterministic one, however. Interestingly, Dodin's own simulation results suggest that there is no discernible advantage to his criterion, yet the question which one of them is (slightly) better on average remains open at this stage. Only extensive simulation can resolve this issue, and such a simulation is beyond our scope: our main thrust is to study various criteria from a purely theoretical point of view.
In the next section we present our framework, de®ni-tions, and notation. This includes a simple de®nition of strongly dominant distributions, which, if and when they exist, provide the best possible practical results. This helps characterise what an optimal sequence is aimed to deliver, and indeed Dodin's new criterion can be presented as an attempt to achieve something akin to strong dominance. When viewed in this light, our main research question is to what extent this attempt succeeds. In the following section we compare several selection criteria in detail, including their expected performance and their state-of-the-art computational complexity. Following Dodin, we do this in the context of a permutation¯ow shop, but our results extend to other static sequencing models such as job shops and capacitated projects. The ®nal section is the conclusion, including recommendations for further research: we ®nd that the traditional objective, minimising expectation, is quite powerful, but planners also need to provide suf®cient safety time to meet appropriate service levels. Therefore we propose that our criterion should include not just low expectation, but also low variance.
De®nitions and Notations
For our presentation, we assume a permutation¯ow shop with m machines and n jobs. Let fiY jg denote an operation: the content of job j that is performed on machine i. t iY j is a random variable with mean m iY j , and a given density function or probability mass function f iY j t is the duration of this operation, assumed independent from the durations of all other operations. There are n! possible permutation sequences, denoted by p k k 1Y 2Y F F F Y n3. We may refer to some of these by the additional special names p 0 Y p ex Y p st Y p as , and p d , as de®ned later. The makespan associated with each sequence is denoted T p k , which is a random variable. Our concern is to compare T p k for the sequences associated with various objectives.
De®ne p ex as a sequence that minimises the expected value of T p k , that is, Other objectives, to which we refer as strongly dominant, are more powerful than minimising the expectation, but not guaranteed to exist. They include minimising the makespan stochastically (denoted by 4 st ), and doing so almost surely (denoted by 4 as ). (For convenience, we de®ne 4 ex similarly as smaller by expectation.) As in Ross, 5 we do not require the random variables to be independent (for example see Pinedo, 1 pp 172±173 
This implies that the CDF of T p st is not interested by the CDF of any other sequence, and all such other CDFs are to its left (although they may coincide with it, since the inequality is weak). Similarly, p as is almost surely smallest,
This implies that it is also stochastically smaller. As mentioned, the relationships 4 as and 4 st can also occur for dependent random variables. For example, suppose one random variable is given by Y X A, and the other by Z X B, where X, A, and B are independent random variables such that A 4 as B A 4 st B, then Y 4 as Z Y 4 st Z but Y and Z are statistically dependent. Therefore, here the two CDFs need not be as far apart as in the independent case: they can be arbitrarily close to each other and satisfy the inequality strongly, or they can be identical, and satisfy the inequality weakly. In general, again, 4 as implies 4 st , which, in turn, implies 4 ex 5 . Strong dominance implies an unequivocal preference, and this holds for our case as well. Clearly, if the makespan of one sequence is 4 as that of another, then with probability one this sequence is always superior. And when the relationship is 4 st , it is still clearly a better gamble (although there may be cases when the other sequence will be better in the realisation). We discuss these points further below. Dodin 4 presents a new criterion that is subtly related to strong dominance. If we look at the stochastic case as a game against nature, there is no reason to expect a single sequence to be the best for all possible realisations of processing times: by de®nition, this applies only to p as , which need not exist. Dodin suggests ranking the sequence by their optimality indices (OI), de®ned as their respective probabilities of being best. The overall optimal sequence, p 0 , is then de®ned as the one with the highest OI, that is the one that is most likely to be best. Note now that the optimality index of p as (when it exists) is one; and, intuitively, one might suspect that the optimality index of p st (when it exists) should be highest. Therefore p 0 seems to be a direct extension of stochastic dominance. But (as we shall show), unless p as exists, the CDF of T p 0 can intersect other CDFs and its expected value can be smaller than that of p ex , so we cannot call p 0 strongly dominant. Dodin observes that ®nding p 0 is not easier than ®nding p ex , and therefore his practical suggestion is to use p d . Theoretically, we agree with this observation. In practice, if we resort to simulation, then it may be easier to ®nd p 0 than to ®nd p ex . To see this, assume that if we can solve for p d in one time unit (®nding p d is NP-Hard, so our assumption is only valid for a given number of machines and jobs). Suppose now that we resort to simulation to ®nd p 0 , then we can do it by simulating a large number, say S, of realisations, solving deterministically for each realisationÐa task that is equivalent in complexity to ®nding p d , and thus takes S time units overallÐand then nominating the sequence that is optimal most often as p 0 . Clearly, if S is large enough, the selection of p 0 will be as accurate as we may desire. Therefore, the practical complexity of ®nding p 0 relative to p d is S. To ®nd p ex by complete enumeration based on the same set of simulated realisations, we must compare all the n! sequences. Thus our relative complexity would be n!S. Conceivably, there may be some way to avoid the need for complete enumeration, but we do not know one. So, practically, the complexity of ®nding p ex is much higher than that of ®nding p d , and the complexity of ®nding p 0 is in-between these two. Thus, if it could be shown that p 0 performs much better than p d , then for an important enough case and with a computer that is fast enough one could potentially recommend p 0 . The question is whether such a recommendation would increase the expected bene®t relative to using p d . Dodin's own simulation study suggests that there is little difference between the performance of these two sequences in practice, which is why he recommends p d . In this paper we show that the two sequences cannot be ordered strictly. As we show later, we have reason to suspect that T p 0 is strongly skewed to the right, which is undesirable, and we have no reason to say that T p d is equally susceptible to this problem. Nonetheless, we think that a ®nal resolution of the relative theoretical merit of two sequences can only be achieved by a very extensive simulation study, and thus, formally, it can never be resolved at all (since simulation, in addition to sampling error, is always subject to potentially unrealistic modelling assumptions). Such a simulation study is beyond our scope: this paper concentrates on theoretical arguments only. Below we compare T p 0 with T p ex , T p st , T p as , and T p d .
Comparisons of the makespans of various sequences
We now discuss various relationships between these sequences.
When a strongly dominant solution exists, it's enough to ®nd p ex When comparing sequences, rational decision makers are concerned about the completion time (makespan). But in a stochastic environmentÐthat is, in realityÐthe makespan cannot be adequately described by a single number (such as the mean). Speci®cally, decision makers should take variability into account as well. This is usually done by specifying enough safety time in the schedule to achieve a suf®cient service level (SL) 6 , for eample, SL 0.9. Decision makers should always prefer a sequence that yields a shorter makespan of any SL, if such a sequence exists. When such a sequence does not exist, they may choose to minimise the makespan for the particular SL that they selected for their operations. A more sophisticated objective approach involves minimizing an explicit loss function: Let C be the opportunity cost of each time unit when production is early, and let P be the penalty associated with each time unit of delay beyond the scheduled completion time. Then SL, and thus the scheduled safety time, should be selected to minimise the total costs of the time allowed and the expected delay penalty. When comparing two schedules with different distributions (both with the correct SL) the one that minimises these expected total costs should be selected. A schedule with high variance requires high safety time and leads to increased expected delay penalty as well. To be really attractive, then, a sequence should have a low expected value and low variance.
Given
In what follows, p x p y p x T p y implies that in a particular instance the two sequence are equal (not equal). p x T p y implies that the two sequences are not identical, that is, there exist instances where p x T p y (one can read`T ' as`not always equal'). For example, if a twojob instance exists where p d f2Y 1g and p 0 f1Y 2g then p d T p 0 in this instance and therefore p d T p 0 in general (even if in other instances p d p 0 . We now state a simple but crucial advantage of using p ex : if p st exists, then p ex p st , so it's enough to minimise by expectation to ®nd p st . This is true because 4 st implies 4 ex . In more detail, consider that the existence of a stochastically smallest sequence suggests that no other CDF intersects its CDF. Since this solution must minimise the expectation, it must either be the only sequence that does that or identically distributed to any other such sequence.
Furthermore, if p as exists, then p 0 p ex p st p as . The equality of p as and p 0 is clear in this case (because an almost-surely-shortest makespan must be the most likely to be shortest), and the other relationships follow an argument similar to the former one (since 4 as implies 4 st ). The implication is that we do not need p 0 to ®nd p st or p as when they exist.
A research question posed by Dodin, who then resolved it empirically by simulation results, is whether p 0 and p d are equivalent. He came to the conclusion that they are close, but not identical. A similar question is whether p 0 and p ex are identical. We prove that there is no equivalence between any two of these three sequences. We do so based on counterexamples, the use of which is theoretically suf®cient to disprove equivalence.
Example 1
Let m 2Y n 2Y t 1Y1 t 1Y2 5, and t 2Y1 1, all with certainty; t 2Y2 is given by a (non-degenerate) random variable, X, such that P(X 0.99) 0.99 and P(X 5) 0.01. (While this is a contrived example designed to make a theoretical point, such a distribution is not entirely unrealistic. For example, machine 2 may be sensitive to some ingredient of job 2, break down occasionally while performing it, and require about 4 time units for repairs.) Using Johnson's rule on the deterministic version of the problem, where we use E(X) 1.03 instead of t 2,2 , we obtain p d f2Y 1g (t 2,1 1 is the shortest operation now, since t 2,2 1.03). Thus, the makespan of p d is 11 with certainty. Again, by Johnson's rule, if x 0X99, then the best sequence is f1Y 2g, with makespan 10.99 (t 2,2 is the shortest operation, and it is on the second machine, so job 2 is the last one). But if x 5, then this sequence yields a makespan of 15. The expected value of the makespan is 11.03, and its standard deviation is 0.4. Since 11`11X03, it follows that p ex f2Y 1g. Nonetheless, the optimality index of f1Y 2g is 0.99, making it the clear winner in terms of OI (that is, p 0 f1Y 2g. So, in this case, p d p ex but p ex T p 0 . In general, this proves that p 0 T p d and p 0 T p ex . In this example there is no strongly dominant solution, that is, both p st and p as do not exist.
Example 2
To complete our proof, we show by a similar example that p ex a p d . Let m 2, n 2, t 1Y1 t 2Y2 0X9 and t 2Y1 0X9163, all with certainty; t 1Y2 is an exponential random variable with mean 1. By Johnson's rule, In terms of expected makespan (the traditional objective), f2Y 1g is superior 11`11X03. In terms of the standard deviation (an additional desired minimisation objective, especially helpful when SL is high), f2Y 1g is again superior 0`0X4. f2Y 1g is also better in terms of worst case analysis, and it minimises regret. Therefore, f2Y 1g is more desirable. Nonetheless, the optimality index of f2Y 1g is 0.01, while that of f1Y 2g is 0.99. And if 0.99 does not seem high enough, similar examples can be obtained where the inferior solution has an even higher optimality index.
We now argue that results similar to our numerical example are not surprising. They may even be typical. We concentrate on cases where p 0 T p ex , because these are the only ones for which optimality indices may have any theoretical advantage. By de®nition, T p 0 is smallest relative to all T p k more often than T p ex , so it stands to reason that it tends to have a higher probability of being small in general. Yet its expected value is higher. Considering that the distributions of T p ex and T p 0 are likely to be generally similar, a likely way for the two observations to coexist is if the density function of T p 0 is more skewed to the right. The heavier right tail would increase both the expected value and the variance. Indeed, Dobin's simulation suggests that typical distributions of T p 0 are roughly bell shaped but skewed to the right. This is also intuitively reasonable for non-negative random variables in general, including T p ex , but our suggestion is that T p 0 is likely to be more skewed than T p ex . Thus, we should not be surprised if the use of optimality indices, when judged both by expectation and by variance, will often yield results that are inferior to minimising expected makespan. Higher variance, in turn, usually leads to worse worst case results, and to higher regret. (True, theoretical examples exist where one distribution may have a higher optimality index, higher expectation, and yet a smaller variance. Therefore, our argument above is not presented as a general theoretical result. Nonetheless, if one of the sequences is strongly skewed, then it is more likely to be p 0 ; that is, Dodin's method is liable to select a sequence with a strongly skewed distribution when one exists, and this is undesirable.)
Is p 0 guaranteed to coincide with p st when the latter existsc
We have seen already that when p as exists it coincides with p 0 . Intuitively, it may seem that when p st exists it must also coincide with p 0 . Indeed, we could not ®nd a scheduling counterexample. But it is possible to ®nd contrived counterexamples when dealing with a set of arbitrary distributions with possible dependencies between them. Suppose there are four random variables in the set, X 0 Y X 1 Y X 2 , and X 3 . Let X 1 Y X 2 , and X 3 be identically distributed and strongly and positively dependent on each other (for example, they may re¯ect a common random variable Y and an additional small identically distributed independent random variable that causes their realisations to be slightly different. Let X 0 be independent from each of the others, and such that X k 4 st X 0 k 1Y 2Y 3. When compared to any single random variable in the set, X 0 is less likely to be smaller (see proof of Theorem 1, in the Appendix). Suppose the probability that X 0 is smaller than min k1Y2Y3 fX k g is 0.4, so the optimality index of X 0 is 0.4. In 60% of the cases one of the other three is smallest, but since each of them is equally likely to be the one, their optimality indices are 0.2. Therefore, because there is more than one p st Y p 0 need not coincide with it.
In our framework there are strong positive dependencies between all T p k Ðformally, they are associated. 3 Our example employs associated variables too, but it is not a true sequencing example since we used arbitrary distributions (for instance, it's dif®cult to come up with a sequencing example where the distribution of one sequence is independent from all the others). The question whether a similar example exists for associated random variables that arise in a (real or contrived) sequencing context is open. If so, then when p st exists, p ex is more effective than p 0 in ®nding it (for instance, any of the three p st in our example are also p ex ). But when the optimality index is above 0.5, the effectiveness of p 0 and p ex in ®nding p st (when it exists) is equal. This is assured by Theorem 1, which shows that when p st exists, then only T p st can have an optimality index above 0.5. Therefore, when OI b 0X5, and if p st exists, p 0 is as effective as p ex in ®nding it. (But recall from example 1 that the converse is not true: OI b 0X5 implies neither than p st exists nor that p 0 is at least as good as p ex .) In conclusion, the effectiveness of p ex in selecting p st is at least as high as that of p 0 .
Theorem 1 Let fX k g be any set of random variables such that X 1 4 st X k V k T 1, then the optimality index of
Turning our attention back to p d , using it for a nondegenerate general stochastic case is merely a heuristic (albeit an important one). Example 2 demonstrates this, but the question arises whether p d is effective in those cases where p st or p as exist. At this stage we can only give a partial answer: when f iY j m iY j b 0 VfiY jg (for example, with most continuous distributions and for deterministic variables), then p d p as whenever the latter exists. Whether this applies to cases where f iY j m iY j 0 (for example, discrete distributions where the expected value is not guaranteed to belong to the feasible set of realisations), is an open question. Likewise, we cannot yet prove or disprove a similar result when p st exists, but not p as .
To show these results, we ®rst discuss a discrete modi®cation of p d Y p d H , for which the solution does coincide with p as when the latter exists. This modi®cation also has potential practical value in itself, as a useful approximation. Suppose that jobs can only be ®nished at integer times. Suppose further that instead of using m iY j in the pseudodeterministic version we round this value to the nearest feasible integer (or we could choose to round up to a feasible integer). That is, the input for the modi®ed pseudo-deterministic version consists only of feasible operation durations, each of which has a strictly positive probability to be actually realised. In such a case, the probability of the event that all realizations will match the rounded expectations is strictly positive. Thus, there is an event with a strictly positive probability under which p as (if it exists) must coincide with p d H (or at least one of the sequences p d H if more than one exist). It follows that the two are identical. For the case where f iY j m iY j b 0 VfiY jg, see Theorem 2 (in the Appendix). Our results here suggest that p d (or p d H is generally effective in ®nding p as (when it exists), so there's no need for p 0 for that purpose. Nor is there a clear advantage to p 0 when only p st exists. In all these cases p ex is the best criterion, but we recognise that it is especially dif®cult to ®nd.
The relationship between ET min and the pseudodeterministic makespan When we specify p d , our actual makespan is still stochastic, and dif®cult to estimate. But it is easy to determine the nonrandom theoretical makespan obtained by the sequence p d when all t iY j m iY j , which we denote by m d . It's interesting to note that in Example 1 
Conclusions
In our quest for the sequence with the best distribution, it is a practical necessity to use more limited criteria. In this paper we introduced two desired sequences, p st and p as , yielding the stochastically-smallest and the almost-surelysmallest makespan, respectively, and showed that when they exist they should be selected. We also studied the pseudo-deterministic sequence, p d , as a reasonable heuristic for any of the others.
Our ®rst conclusion is that although p 0 is intuitively an extension of strong dominance, it is not guaranteed to coincide with p st or p as when they exist. In contrast, p ex does so without failing. By de®nition, p ex dominates p 0 in terms of expected value, and it is likely to have a lower variance, which becomes important when we want to satisfy a high service level requirement. Therefore, we conclude that p 0 is not really necessary, and should not replace p ex . Incidentally, we offered no tractable method of recognising strongly dominant sequences when they exist: at this time the only way to do this is by extensive simulation. Otherwise, if we use p ex we will ®nd p st or p as but we will not know that we did.
As for p d , its usefulness as a heuristic is quite clear, but it does not take variability into account at all. It is not yet clear whether it can replace p ex when p st exists and the real objective is to ®nd it. We have shown that p d is suf®cient to ®nd p as when the latter exists and operations are distributed in such a manner that the probability a realisation will be close to the expected value or identical to it is positive. This is usually the case with continuous distributions. For discrete distributions, we introduced a rounded version that complies with this requirement, and has the advantage that the schedule is also discrete. All other cases are still open. We may note that p d is practically as powerful as p 0 in this respect. Considering how much more dif®cult it is to ®nd p 0 , the practical conclusion is quite compelling: use p d .
We agree with Dodin's implicit claim that minimising expectation does not fully re¯ect the goals of stochastic analysis of a schedule, nevertheless we don't think that using optimality indices is likely to be an improvement. Instead, we suggest adding a variance reduction objective, in such a manner that the quoted lead time that satis®es a given service level will be minimised. The in¯uence of variation in operations processing times on the ef®ciency of scheduling under various criteria was a subject of discussion in literature for a long time. McKay et al, 2 for example, state that the main reason of poor applicability of scheduling theory is its inability to take into account the extreme variations in production times. Vani and Raghavachari 7 introduced completion time variance minimization as an objective to single machine sequencing. Soroush and Fredendall 8 studied the in¯uence of the random processing times on the earliness and tardiness cost for a single machine scheduling, and recognised the importance of both the mean and the variance. We concur, and suggest that variance reduction should be introduced explicitly in the objective, while retaining the expected completion time as well. Our recommended approach is to minimise an explicit loss function associated with under-or over-loading the facility. In addition to the time value of the expected makespan, this takes into account both the value of safety time that is necessary to protect against too frequent delays and the remaining expected delay of penalties. A schedule with high variance requires high safety time and leads to increased expected delay penalty as well. We are currently researching this issue further.
Finally, we used the permutation¯ow shop scheduling model with the makespan as objective only to compare our analysis with Dodin's results. Otherwise, most of our results are true for more general models, like job shops and capacitated projects. Other criteria may also yield to similar analysis.
(We select t as the ®nal integration variable to avoid confusion with x i later.) By symmetry, the volume below the diagonal, PX 1 5 X 2 , is given by
which, for continuous variables, should complement (1) to 1 (but we don't use this relationship for the proof, to allow extension to discrete distributions). Our objective is to show that 1 5 2. We assume F 1 x and F 2 x are not identical, or the result would be an equality (and satisfy the theorem). If the two functions merge in some parts, but not everywhere, the merged parts contribute the same to (1) and (2), and it's enough to look at those ranges where To do this, we treat any given sequence of jobs as a project with precedence relationships dictated by the sequence and by the order of the machines, and the makespan is the project completion time. As such, it is possible to describe any sequence by a project network, as in PERT. Looking at p d when t iY j m iY j ; VfiY jg, then, we can sort all operations to two sets: critical, and not critical. The latter all have strictly positive slacks, the smallest of which will be denoted by S min . Let the total number of operations (in both sets) be N. Let 0`E 4 S min a2N . The following event has a (minute but) strictly positive probability: m iY j À E 4 t iY j 4 m iY j for all operations in the critical set, and m iY j 4 t iY j 4 m iY j E otherwise. In this case, p d cannot be improved, because the critical path does not change, and any swap implies that we exchange a critical operation that is slightly shorter than under the deterministic version by one that is slightly longer, contradicting the optimality of p d . Therefore, p d is the best sequence with a positive probability, and therefore equal to p as when the latter exists. (If more than one sequence share the same critical operations, and have the same expected makespan, then each of them is p d and each of them coincides with p as when it exists.)
